A general procedure for combining binary classifiers for multiclass classification problems with one-against-one decomposition policy is presented in this paper. Two existing schemes, namely the min-max combination and the most-winning combination, may be regarded as its two special cases. We show that the accuracy of the combination procedure will increase and time complexity will decrease as its main parameter increases under a proposed selection algorithm. The experiments verify our main results, and our theoretical analysis gives a valuable criterion for choosing different schemes of combining binary classifiers.
Introduction
The construction of a solution to a multiclass classification problem by combining the outputs of binary classifiers is one of fundamental issues in pattern recognition research. For example, many popular pattern classification algorithms such as support vector machine (SVM) and AdaBoosting are originally designed for binary classification problems and strongly depend on the technologies of multiclass task decomposition and binary classifier combination. Basically, there are two methods for decomposing multiclass problems. One is one-against-rest policy, and the other is one-against-one policy. The former is computationally more expensive, the latter is more popular in practical application and will be concerned in this paper.
There are three main combination policies for one-against-one scheme according to reported studies. a) the most-winning combination (round robin rule (R 3 ) learning [1] ); b) the min-max combination that comes from one of two stages in min-max modular (M 3 ) neural network [2] ; and c) decision directed acyclic graph (DDAG) [3] . In comparison with one-against-rest scheme, a shortcoming of one-against-one decomposition procedure is that it will yield too many binary classifier modules, precisely the quantity is K(K − 1)/2, that is, the quadratic To whome correspondence should be addressed. This work was supported in part by the National Natural Science Foundation of China via the grants NSFC 60375022 and NSFC 60473040.
function of the number of classes, K. In the recognition phase, however, it is observed that only a part of binary classifiers will be called to produce a solution to the original multiclass problem.
In order to improve the response performance of this kind of classifiers, it is necessary and meaningful to develop an efficient algorithms for selecting necessary binary classifiers in the recognition phase. Therefore, we focus on binary classifier selection problem under a novel general combination procedure of binary classifiers proposed in this paper. Here, we will only care the module based time complexity, which means our work will be independent of the classification algorithms and then it earns more generality. On the contrary, a related work in [4] focuses on an optimized combining policy for margin-based classification, which strongly depends on classification methods used in binary classifiers.
One of our previous work [5] gives a comparison between DDAG combination and the min-max combination and proves that DDAG can be seen as a partial version of the min-max combination. With ulterior study in this paper, we may obtain a more comprehensive understanding of combination of binary classifiers.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Sections 2 we briefly introduce the min-max combination and the most-winning combination for binary classifiers. In Section 3, a generalized combination procedure is presented and two equal relations are proved. A selection algorithm is presented for the general combination procedure is presented in Section 4. The experimental results and comments on theoretical and experimental results are presented in Section 5. Conclusions of our work and the current line of research are outlined in Section 6.
Min-Max and Most-Winning Combinations for Binary Classifiers
Suppose a K-class classification problem is divided with one-against-one task decomposition, then K(K − 1)/2 individual two-class sub-problems will be produced. We use M ij to denote a binary classifier that learns from training samples of class i and class j, while 0 ≤ i, j < K. The output coding of binary classifier M ij in the min-max combination is defined as 0 and 1, where 1 stands for its output of class i and 0 stands for class j. M ij will be reused as M ji in the min-max combination, and they output contrary results for the same sample. Thus, though K(K − 1) binary classifiers will be concerned in the min-max combination, only one half of them need to be trained.
Before combination, we sort all K(K − 1) binary classifier M ij into K groups according to the same first subscript i, which is also regarded as the group label. Combination of outputs of all binary classifiers is performed through two steps. Firstly, the minimization combination rule is applied to all binary classifiers of each group to produce the outputs of K groups. Secondly, the maximization combination rule is applied to all groups outputs. If the result of the maximization procedure is 1, then the label of that group which contribute to such result will be the class label of combining output, otherwise, the combining output is unknown. We name the group which leads to the class label of combining output as "winning group", and the others as " failure groups".
A min-max combination procedure is illustrated in Fig 1. For the most-winning combination of binary classifiers, a direct output coding is applied. The output of each M ij is just i or j, instead of 0 or 1. And the combination policy is concise, too. The class label supported by the most binary classifiers is the combining output of K(K − 1)/2 binary classifiers.
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A General Combining Procedure for Binary Classifiers
For K(K − 1)/2 binary classifiers produced by one-against-one decomposition procedure, we present a general combination procedure, named N-voting combination, denoted by V (K, N ), where N is an additional parameter. A direct class output coding is used in the combination, that is, the output of a binary classifier M ij will just be class i or class j. Combination rule is defined as follows. If there are at least N binary classifiers support a class label, e.g. class i, and no more binary classifiers support any other class label, then the combining output is just class i. Otherwise, the combining output is unknown class.
We will show that N-voting combination V (K, K −1) is equal to the min-max combination. In fact, if there is a class, e.g. class i, with consistent support of K − 1 binary classifiers under V (K, K − 1) combination, then this means that only these binary classifiers, M ij , 0 ≤ j ≤ K − 1, and i = j, must all support the same class i. In other words, their output must all be class 1 under coding method of the min-max combination. These K − 1 binary classifiers just form a group under the min-max combination. Thus, it must be the group with label i that wins the combination, which means the combining output is class i under the min-max combination. On the contrary, if there is one winning group with a label i, under the min-max combination, then these K − 1 binary classifiers must support the same class i. Notice that since the classifier M ij has output class i, then the symmetrical classifier M ji must output the same result class i, namely only K − 2 binary classifiers support class j in the group that are supposed to supported class j as the combining output, which leads to a failure and means that no more binary classifiers support any other class except for class i. According to the definition of V (K, K − 1) combination, the combining output must be class i under V (K, K − 1) combination. So the conclusion that V (K, K −1) and the min-max combination are equal combinations can be drawn. What's more, since the same class label can only be supported by at most K − 1 binary classifiers, this comes the fact that the upper bound of N must be K − 1. It is easy to recognize that the supremum of N is K − 1, too.
We also show that V (K, 
That is, for the larger N , the corresponding V (K, N ) combination will give the less outputs of defined class labels. The reason is that the condition to finish a combining output of defined class label is more and more strict as the value of N increases. Turn to the case of the most-winning combination, such result can be obtain according to its definition:
b) To give a combining output of defined class label under V (K, N ) or the most-winning combination, such condition must be satisfied: after N binary classifiers are excluded in K(K −1)/2 binary classifiers, the remaining classifiers are divided into K − 1 groups, in which the numbers of binary classifiers all are less than N , that is, the following inequality should be satisfied.
The solution to the above inequality is N > (K − 1)/2. Consider N must be an integer, we have
According to (1) and (3), we obtain
and consider all undefined class labels will be output as unknown classes. Therefore, the equality between V (K, [K/2] + 1) and the most-winning combination is obvious.
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Selection Algorithm for Combining Binary Classifiers
The original N-voting combination needs K(K − 1)/2 binary classifiers to be tested for a sample before the mostly supported class label is found. But if we consider the constraint of the value of N , then it is possible to reduce the number of binary classifiers for testing, which give an improvement of response performance.
As mentioned in Section 2, K − 1 binary classifiers with the same first subscript i are regarded as one group with the group label i. If there exists more than K − N binary classifiers without supporting the group label in a group for a given value of N , then it is meaningless for checking the remained classifiers in the group since this group loses the chance of being a winning one, that is to say, the remained classifiers in the group can be skipped.
The selection algorithm for N-voting combination V (K, N ) is described as follows.
1. For a sample, let i = 0 and j = 1. 2. Set all counters R[i] = 0, which stands for the number of binary classifiers rejecting group label i, for 0 It is obvious that the chance of a group to be removed by selection algorithm will increase as the value of N increases. This means the efficiency of selection procedure will increase, too. Thus, with the highest value of N , V (K, K − 1), or the min-max combination, has the best test performance in the combination series.
Notice that the strictness of voting for a combining output of defined class label will be increase as the value of N increases from [K/2] + 1 to K − 1, monotonously. The chance to complete such combination will decrease, simultaneously. This means the accuracy of V (K, N ) combination will decrease, monotonously, and the unknown rate will increase, monotonously. Thus, V (K, [K/2] + 1) or the most-winning combination is of the highest accuracy in the combination series.
It is hard to directly estimate the performance of N-voting combination selection algorithm. Here we give an experimental estimation. The number of checked binary classifiers under V (K, K − 1) or the min-max combination will be
where α and β are two constants that depend on features of binary classifier, experimentally, 0 < α ≤ 1 and −0.5 < β < 0.5. And the number of checked binary classifiers under V (K, [K/2] + 1) (or the most-winning policy in some cases) combination will be
where γ is a constant that depends on features of binary classifier, experimentally, 0 < γ < 0.3. According to above analysis, performance of V (K, N ) combination should be between n M and n R . According to above performance estimation, our selection algorithm can improve the response performance of one-against-one method from quadratical complexity to logarithmal complexity at the number of binary classifiers in the best case, namely the min-max combination or 1.67 times at least in the worst case, namely the most-winning combination policy.
Experimental Results
Two data sets shown in Table 1 from UCI Repository [6] are chosen for this study. Two algorithms, k-NN with k = 4 and SVM with RBF kernel are taken as each binary classifier, respectively. The kernel parameters in SVM training are shown in Table 1 It is necessary to access 45 and 325 binary classifiers for two data sets respectively for testing a sample without any module selection. while there is only one half of binary classifiers or less to be checked under presented selection algorithm. This demonstrates an outstanding improvement of test performance. Consider the generality of N-voting combination, the selection algorithm presented has actually included selection procedure of the min-max combination and the most-winning combination. If we regard selected V (K, [K/2] + 1) combination as selected the most-winning combination in the worst case, then there comes nearly 1.7 times improvement at least. If a larger N is taken, then the speeding is much more. In addition, the accuracy and unknown rate do decrease and increase, respectively, while the value of N increases just as expected. However, the decreasing of accuracy or increasing of unknown rate is not outstanding when N is small enough. This suggests that the most-winning combination is equal to V (K, N ) combination with a value of N which may be many larger than [K/2] + 1.
By removing samples of the last class continuously from each data set, we obtain a 3-26 data sets for Letter data and 3-10 data sets for Optdigits data. Under selection algorithm, the comparison of the numbers of checked binary classifiers between experimental results and theoretical estimation under continuous classes are shown in Figs. 3-4 . We see that the experimental estimation value and experimental results are basically identical.
Conclusions
A general combination procedure of binary classifiers for multi-classification with one-against-one decomposition policy has been presented. Two existing schemes, the min-max combination and the most-winning combination, can be regarded as its two special cases. For such general combination procedure, we ulteriorly propose a selection algorithm. An improvement of response performance to the original combining procedure is demonstrated. The experimental performance estimation of selection algorithm is given, too. The experiments verify the effectiveness of the proposed selection algorithm. Our theoretical analysis gives a valuable criterion for choosing combination policies of binary classifiers. From the generality of our work, the improvement of response performance with presented selection algorithm can also be widely applied, especially for multi-class classification with a large number of classes.
